
Although candy is one of the top-10 selling categories in the 
nonperishable/semiperishable segment in terms of dollar 

volume in Defense Commissary Agency (DeCA) stores, gen-
erating more than $65 million in 2014, according to Nielsen 
Company data, its placement at multiple points along the pa-
tron’s journey through the store — on gondolas, pallets, at the 
front-end, on end caps or other types of strategically placed 
displays — has long been an important component of success-
ful candy merchandising. 

According to Joel Small, merchandising specialist responsible 
for bread and snacks in the agency’s Sales Directorate (SD), the 
location in a store where customers can find their favorite candy 
can have a marked impact on sales velocity.

“Placement of candy on the gondola/aisle shelving is based 
on the segment of the particular packaging,” he noted. “Seg-
ments include ‘Premium;’ ‘Candy Dish;’ ‘Stand Up Bags (SUB);’ 
‘Multi-Packs;’ ‘Fun Sized;’ and ‘Sugar Free.’ Additionally, ‘Non-
Chocolate’ candy, along with gum and mints, are merchandised 
in their own segment in the candy section.”

Small noted that patrons “usually have a particular reason” 
for deciding to purchase candy, “whether it 
is to fill a candy dish, gifting or inclusion 
in a lunch box.” He said that selections in 
these segments are grouped together, “to 
allow patrons to see all the options for their 
specific purchasing needs without having to 
search the entire candy gondola.”

Pallets, freestanding displays, endcaps 
and shippers are used to create an impulse 
purchase, Small said. “Patrons may not have 
candy on their shopping lists, and may pass 
by the gondola/shelf section,” he said. “How-
ever, with displays strategically placed in 
the store, they may notice them and decide 
they do want to purchase candy. Also, most 
of the times when products are located other 
than on the regular gondola, they are on sale, 
which also stimulates purchases.”

The merchandising specialist said that 
cross-merchandising in commissaries is 
“somewhat limited” with candy. “One no-
table situation is with S’mores, where candy 
bars, marshmallows and graham crackers 
are merchandised together,” he explained.

NEW ITEMS
When new SKUs/types of candy come 

into the category, Small said that with space 
being at a premium, adding a new item or 
items “generally requires the removal of 
the ‘low-hanging fruit,’ meaning [remov-
ing] slower movers to make space. Once the 

item has been selected for addition and the deletes identified, 
the planogram is updated with the changes.”

Small said that all the candy planograms “are reviewed 
continuously, making room for new innovation as 
needed. For this reason, new products are con-
sidered when available and offered. 

“If the items warrant adding to the stock 
assortment, items with slower sales are 
removed to make space. The planograms 
are then revised and republished.”

Small added that DeCA “has the 
capabilities of researching/review-
ing data on new items, provided the 
product is already in the remaining 
market (RM). If not, we rely on 
sales potential, availability — local 
or national — pricing/savings, and 
distinguishing characteristics like 
innovation, organic, and all natural.”
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With a new Enterprise Business System (EBS) on 
the horizon, DeCA Sales Director Tracie Russ 

announced on March 30, that the agency will review 
and update DeCA’s current front-end rack plano-
gram “in order to take advantage of innovation 
occurring in the outside market,” and is delaying 
the effort to re-design new racks until the contract 
for front-end equipment is awarded. 

Russ described this as “an ideal opportunity 
for industry to present innovative and stimulating 
merchandising ideas that pertain to the front-end 
racks.” Category Manager Arnielle Fernandez is the 

point of contact.
Merchandising-wise. Candy and Snacks Merchan-

dising Specialist Joel Small noted that the front-end/
checkout selections, such as at NSB New London, Conn., 

shown here (see photo above), can be based on criteria 
to include space, sales, sales potential, patron demand/

savings, impulsivity, and trends, such as patron receptivity 
to “Better For You” items and other healthier choices.

Similar to the practice in the civilian market, Small noted 
that new racks would be “manufactured to accommodate the new 

assortment. DeCA has several different sizes of check-out register 
belts, and the front-end racks are built to match the size of the belt.”

New EBS System
Presents Front-End 

Opportunities

STRATEGIC PLACEMENT

For Impact and Velocity

A variety of freestanding displays — like this one at Fort Bragg (South Post), 
N.C. — including wire racks, pallets, and shippers, are strategically posi-
tioned in commissaries to cater to patrons’ impulse purchase preferences.

Small
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